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Tailor it up! How we are rolling towards designing the
functionality of emulsions in the mouth and
gastrointestinal tract
Antonio Dario Troise1, Vincenzo Fogliano2 and
Ashkan Madadlou2
There is a growing interest to design food emulsions with
tailored digestibility-functionality during their journey in the oral
cavity and gastrointestinal tract. In the present paper, we
outline the current technology and provide some outlooks for
future perspectives. Oil-in-water (O/W), water-in-oil-in-water
(W/O/W), and water-in-water (W/W) emulsions confer several
compartments to partition a wide array of biopolymers and
small molecules for governing digestibility and triggering
specific functionalities. Pickering stabilization of O/W
emulsions enables to lower digestion and target enterocytes
through decorating the particles with specific ligands.
Moreover, the internal lipid phase can be structured to decline
lipolysis. In W/O/W emulsions, the hydrophilic emulsifier type
and oil viscosity determine the lipolysis and proteolysis extents/
rates. Digestibility of biopolymers such as starch can be tuned
using W/W emulsions. These latter emulsions also enable
encapsulation of water-soluble vitamins and enzymes, and
protection of probiotics in the stomach.
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emulsions provide desirable characteristics such as tempting appearance, taste, and textural consistency to many
foods. Besides, O/W emulsions are important sources of
energy for human body. Likewise, the segregatively
phase-separated protein-polysaccharide mixtures, that
is, water-in-water (W/W, all-aqueous) emulsions contribute to the texture and stability of many kinds of foods [1],
and can be used for encapsulation and delivery of watersoluble polymers and bioactives in the gastrointestinal
tract (GIT). The molecular and colloidal organizations of
food emulsions determine their physical attributes and
also the digestibility-functionality within the mouth and
GIT [2]. The current strategies for modulating the digestibility of O/W emulsions in the GIT have been detailed in
two pivotal reviews [3,4]. Figure 1 outlines the key
processes of the digestion and represents some of the
digestive compartment-functionality features to tailor
edible emulsions. In the present communication, we
overview some of the well-established approaches, and
represent new findings on tailoring the digestibility-functionality of O/W emulsions, as well as water-in-oil-inwater (W/O/W) double emulsions. Also, we outline the
technology exploited for tailoring biopolymers digestibility and delivery of hydrophilic bioactives within the GIT
using W/W emulsions.
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Introduction
Food emulsion are ubiquities. They are thermodynamically unstable systems and consist of two immiscible
liquids. Both the naturally occurring (e.g. milk) and
man-made (e.g. mayonnaise) oil-in-water (O/W)
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Designing O/W emulsions
In O/W emulsions, molecules with different polarities
partition in different phases: the lipid phase, interface,
and the aqueous phase. Each of these regions can be
exploited for localization of functional lipids such as
carotenoids and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs),
antioxidant molecules for instance flavonoids, and
water-soluble molecules.
The emulsion interface greatly influences the emulsion
digestibility. The interfacial properties of emulsion droplets can be fine-tuned by selecting the type of emulsifier
(e.g. small-molecule, protein, or slowly digestible polysaccharide emulsifiers), as well as by using surface-active
conjugates (such as protein–polyphenol–carbohydrate
conjugates). It is also possible to leverage on interfacial
properties by forming multiple layers of biopolymers
around lipid droplets and using Pickering particles for
stabilization of the interface [3].
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Figure 1
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Digestion processes (blue boxes) associated with possible events and some of the properties that can be used to structure O/W, W/W and W/O/
W emulsions (orange boxes). NADES (natural deep eutectic solvents), MRPs (Maillard reaction products).

Structuring interface by Pickering particles

Pickering stabilization relies on interfacial adsorption of (bio)
particles rather than (synthetic) surfactants. The emulsions
stabilized by Pickering particles are highly resilient to coalescence, not only during storage, but also after oral administration in the mouth and in the GIT compartments. From a
digestion point of view, the particle-laden (heavily loaded)
oil-water interfaces can be categorized into indigestible by
human digestive enzymes and digestible by the enzymes.
Stabilization of interface by indigestible particles can
decrease the digestion extent of the emulsified (encapsulated) lipid. Indigestible Pickering particles include inorganic silica particles, the indigestible polysaccharide particles
such as cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), and the flavonoid
crystals such as curcumin and quercetin particles [5]. Having
polar (hydroxyl/ketone) and nonpolar (aromatic/aliphatic)
groups, curcumin and quercetin are relatively insoluble both
in water and in vegetable oils, remaining predominantly in
their insoluble particle (crystal) form in the soybean oil.
Figure 2a shows curcumin and quercetin crystals at the
oil-water interface in soybean oil-continuous emulsions
[6]. Digestible Pickering particles include starch and protein
particles; like the enzymatically indigestible counterparts,
starch and protein particles do not desorb from the emulsion
interface due to the action of bile salts and phospholipids [5].
The fate of the Pickering particles in the GIT is worthy of
investigation and interesting studies have been done using
CNC. The longitudinal size of CNC particles should restrict
their penetration through the intestinal mucus. The
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entrapment of CNC particles in the intestinal mucus layer
and failure to reach the underlying enterocytes was recently
confirmed [7].
Enzyme-indigestible Pickering particles can be decorated with specific ligands to target the large intestine
enterocytes. A typical application is the site-specific
delivery of hydrophobic bioactives by Pickering emulsions. Selective targeting of the folate receptors, which
are overexpressed on cancer cells is particularly promising. Folic acid binds to the folate receptor with high
specificity (0.1 1 nM) and the potential of folate conjugates for drug delivery has been illustrated by preclinical and clinical studies [8]. From this perspective, solid
lipid nanoparticles loaded with resveratrol and ferulic acid
and coated with chitosan were fabricated and successfully
used for induction of apoptosis in colon cancer cells
(Figure 2b). At the moment, inclusion of ferulic acid into
delivery systems relies on ferulic acid conjugation to
biopolymers using crosslinkers such as 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride [9]
(Figure 2c). However, for conjugation of Pickering particles in the food sector, food-grade crosslinkers and
methods must be exploited. Moreover, ferulic acid conjugation will influence the wettability of the Pickering
particles at the interface and comprehensive studies are
required to find out the implications. Ferulic acid is rather
hydrophobic (partition coefficient, log Kow: 1.51), and is
expected to increase the hydrophobicity of Pickering
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Figure 2
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(a) Schematic illustration and confocal laser scanning microscopy images of water-in-oil emulsion. The water droplets were stabilized by either
quercetin (rod shape) or curcumin (polyhedral shape) crystalline particles at the water–oil interface. The morphologic images of crystals were taken
by scanning electron microscopy [6].
(b) Schematic illustration of targeted delivery of solid lipid nanoparticles loaded with resveratrol and folic acid and coated with chitosan (C-RSVFER-SLNs) into colon cancer cells.
(c) Schematic illustration of folic acid conjugation process and fabrication of C-RSV-FER-SLNs [9].

particles. Another attention point is the droplet size of the
emulsions stabilized by folic acid-decorated Pickering
particles. In contradiction to solid lipid nanoparticles
[9], emulsion droplets are too large to be endocytosed.
One possible practice is delivery of O/W emulsion droplets (containing anti-cancer hydrophobic compounds) by
targeting folate receptors onto the apical side of colon
enterocyte, where the Pickering particles are degraded by
Current Opinion in Food Science 2020, 31:126–135

the gut microbiota. Particles degradation would release
the droplets cargo, causing high local concentrations of
the hydrophobic bioactives at the surface of enterocytes,
favoring their uptake. Alternatively, microemulsions and
nanoemulsions can be utilized to gain entry of nanodroplets into cancer cells. Folic acid, conjugated to poly
(ethylene glycol)-distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine,
could cause endocytosis of emulsion nanodroplets
www.sciencedirect.com
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(100 130 nm) of all-trans retinoic acid in tumor cells [10].
Nonetheless, formation of microemulsions and nanoemulsions commonly requires application of high contents
of small-molecule synthetic surfactants.
Structuring interface by antioxidant compounds

Interface architecture may also have implications on lipid
oxidation in the GIT. As outlined in Figure 3a, pro-oxidative
conditions of the GIT such as oxygen incorporation and
presence of metallic ions can be detrimental for the quality of
the oil emulsions, promoting lipoxidation [11]. However,
several factors within the GIT can counteract lipid oxidation,
first of all dietary antioxidants but also Maillard
reaction products (MRPs) [12]. MRPs can be generated
by Maillard-type reactions between lipid oxidation compounds and free amino-bearing molecules present in the
GIT. Such products make thick interfacial layers [12] and
might execute preventive effects on further oxidation of oil
(Figure 3a). The MRPs adsorbed at the interface can also
suppress the generation of carcinogenic N-nitrosamine [13].
Alternatively, MRPs produced by reacting proteins/peptides and nitrogenous compounds having free amino groups
can be used for emulsification and improvement of lipoxidation stability. The efficacy of MRPs of reacting casein
peptides and glucose to reduce lipid oxidation in surfactantstabilized O/W emulsions has been shown [14].
Another approach to suppress lipolysis/lipoxidation of O/W
emulsions includes employment of surface-active antioxidant peptides. Stabilization of O/W emulsions by a mixture
of sodium caseinate (NaCas) and NaCas hydrolysate not
only afforded adequate stability to emulsions before ingestion, but also decreased lipolysis rate after ingestion during
in vitro digestion [15]. In a recent paper by Laguerre et al. a
spatiotemporal model of lipid oxidation in emulsion was
proposed to model the behaviour of these kinds of ‘colloidal
ecosystem’. The model might have several applications in
assessing the digestion processes and the interaction of
compounds with chemoreceptors [16].

forming hydrophobic interactions [19]. Another possible
outlook is utilization of natural deep eutectic solvents
(NADESs). NADES is a mixture of certain molar ratios of
natural compounds such as sugars, organic acids, amino
acids, and organic bases. Surface active components present in NADES can participate at the interfacial layer.
Besides, certain NADES components such as amino acids
can be exploited to form taste active molecules. Formation
of taste enhancers via Maillard-type reactions by heating
NADESs at common heat processing temperatures in food
science (80 100 C) has been already documented [20] and
can be applied to emulsions.

Structuring internal phase

In addition to tailoring the interface structure, structural
and compositional modulation of the internal phase in O/
W emulsion is exploited for governing the gastrointestinal
digestibility. The rate of lipid digestion is decreased with
increasing solid fatty acids as a results of the restricted
ability of lipase to hydrolyze triacylglycerols [21]. An
example is represented by modulation of b-polymorph
proportion with the consequent structuration of lipid
crystal size: physical state can efficiently tune free fatty
acid release and lipid metabolism [22]. An analogous
result in delaying intestinal lipid digestion can be
achieved through oleogelation: the use of rice bran wax
up to 1% exhibits a pronounced retardation in lipid
digestion through the formation of a low-solids crystalline
network [23]. Vice versa, it is possible to accelerate and
enhance lipolysis of certain oils by controlled adjustment
of droplet triacylglycerol composition. While doping
olive oil (rich in oleic acid) with triolein did not influence
intestinal lipolysis, doping pomegranate seed oil (rich in
conjugated linolenic acid) significantly accelerated and
enhanced the lipolysis. Doping hemp seed oil (rich in
linoleic acid) had a mild effect. Reduction of droplet size
and concomitant changes in droplet composition were
considered to have a synergistic or combined effect on
lipolysis of pomegranate seed oil emulsion droplets [24].

Structuring interface for governing volatile release

Emulsion interface can work as a platform to catch and
release volatile compounds. Using a model mouth, it was
shown that the O/W emulsion interface consisting of
needle-like b-sitosterol crystals and octenyl succinic
anhydride starch (as shown schematically in Figure 3a)
delayed the release of several volatiles with different
hydrophobicities [17]. Comparably, formation of a network of b-sitosterol crystals and sodium caseinate at the
interface of O/W emulsions restrained the movement of
volatiles studied by a model mouth [18]. In addition to
tuning the release of a collection of volatiles, it might be
possible to establish selective patterns to volatiles release,
that is, catch or release specific aroma compounds from a
pool of volatiles. It is know that octenyl succinic anhydride starch strongly retains the aromatic compound
3-pentanone over the headspace of O/W emulsions by
www.sciencedirect.com

Structuring external phase

The continuous phase of O/W emulsions can be structured
through gelation (emulsion-filled gels), as well as by clustering oil droplets. Structuration significantly influences
the mouthfeel and functionality of emulsion in the GIT.
Oil droplets coated with whey proteins were clustered by
proanthocyanidins, causing an increase in viscosity by up to
three orders of magnitude. Clustered emulsions had higher
perceived creaminess and thickness [25]. It is known that
subtle changes to viscosity (thickness) impact the oral
tactile sensation of emulsions and expected satiety [26].
Droplets clustering/flocculation is also expected to
decrease lipolysis in the GIT. It is difficult for gastric
and pancreatic lipases to access triacylglycerols in flocculated emulsions [27].
Current Opinion in Food Science 2020, 31:126–135
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Figure 3
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(a) The parameters of the pro-oxidative condition of the gastrointestinal tract to (emulsified) oil and the consequences of oil oxidation. PUFAs:
polyunsaturated fatty acids. The information was adopted from the Refs. [11–13].
(b) Schematic diagrams showing the formation of the interfacial network and controlling mechanism for volatile release of unstructured sunflower
oil stabilized by succinylated starch (FO/OSS) and structured SFO/OSS emulsion.
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Lipolysis can be as well reduced by supplementing the
emulsion aqueous phase with indigestible polysaccharides. Addition of cellulose nanofibrils (CNF, obtained by
mechanical disintegration of cellulose), oxidized CNF
(obtained through (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl
radical) oxidation-assisted mechanical disintegration of
cellulose), and CNC (obtained via cellulose hydrolysis)
into O/W emulsions stabilized by Tween 80 (a non-ionic
emulsifier) significantly decreased the initial lipolysis rate
under in vitro intestinal conditions. Nonetheless, the final
lipolysis extent was not affected by nanocellulose addition, likely because that nanocellulose particles did not
cause aggregation of lipid droplets [28].

Designing W/O/W emulsions
The inner lipid core of O/W emulsions can be modified by
inserting a water compartment to obtain composite structures able to guarantee technological performances even
in presence of lower amounts of fat without affecting
appearance and sensory properties. W/O/W emulsification provides a valuable strategy to reduce caloric
density and fat intake as recently outlined for low fat
mayonnaise: the substitution of the classical O/W structure with W/O/W emulsion (i.e. lower concentration of
fats) did not impact the overall structure and it leads to
significant reduction of fat [29]. Like single O/W emulsions, the emulsifier type, that is, enzymatically digestible
or not, plays a key role in the digestibility of W/O/W
double emulsions. When enzymatically digestible protein
emulsifiers are used in the external aqueous phase, pepsinolysis dominates the digestion profile in the stomach.
In the simulated gastric fluid (SGF), W1/O/W2 double
emulsions made using polyglycerol polyricinoleate
(PGPR) to stabilize the W1-O interfacial layer and nanoparticles of kafirin, a prolamin protein form sorghum,
positioned in the O-W2 interfacial layer initially underwent flocculation, then the contents of droplets leached
out [30]. Likewise, W1/O/W2 emulsions stabilized by
PGPR as the lipophilic emulsifier, and tween 20 as the
hydrophilic emulsifier and supplemented with sodium
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) in W2 flocculated and
released the internal phase contents into SGF. However,
the presence of CMC decreased the initial lipolysis rate in
the simulated intestinal phase (SIF) [31].
The inner lipophilic emulsifier can govern the functionality, but not the lipid digestibility of W/O/W emulsions.
Microfluidically fabricated monodisperse W1/O/W2 emulsions with high concentrations of sucrose in the inner
aqueous phase, PGPR in the W1-O interface and waxy
rice starch (Pickering emulsifier) in the O-W2 interface
showed a PGPR dose-dependent sucrose release extent
during in vitro oral processing; the lower the PGPR
content, the higher the sucrose release extent [32]. Nevertheless, PGPR concentration did not affect the lipid
digestion extent of W1/O/W2 emulsion stabilized by
PGPR and whey protein isolate in SIF [33]. The oil
www.sciencedirect.com

phase viscosity is a parameter that controls oil digestibility
in W1/O/W2 emulsions. Oils of higher viscosity result in
lower lipolysis rates, which in turn lowers the hydrolysis of
proteins encapsulated in the inner aqueous phase (W1) in
SGF and SIF [34].

Designing W/W emulsions
W/W emulsions are aqueous two-phase systems (ATPSs)
and comprises two immiscible aqueous solutions.
Figure 4A illustrates the schematic presentation and
microscopic images of dextran(Dex)-in-polyethylene glycol (PEG) and PEG-in-Dex emulsions stabilized by
liposome particles. The liposome-stabilized W–W interface resembles cell membrane [35]. W/W emulsions were
initially exploited to mimic cell organelles but now are
increasingly employed for tailoring the gastrointestinal
digestibility of biopolymers, and water-soluble bioactives.
The use of W/W emulsions for tailoring digestion in the
GIT and bioaccessibility of bioactives is still in infancy;
however, three approaches regarding the ingredient of
interest to digestion can be recognized:
i) the ingredient of interest is a food-grade biopolymer
capable of forming all-aqueous emulsions,
ii) the ingredient is a Pickering-type particle which
accumulates at the W–W interface,
iii) the ingredient is not involved in the emulsion formation and it is confined into the inner phase of allaqueous emulsions.

An example of the first approach is the emulsification of
gelatinized starch in guar gum and stabilization of the W–
W interface between starch and guar gum by pectincomplexed zein nanoparticles (Figure 4B). Emulsification
barricaded the accessibility of digestive enzymes to
starch, reducing starch digestion in simulated gastric
and intestinal fluids [36]. The influence of salivary
amylolysis (some salivary amylase may remain active
within the emulsion droplets) on the digestibility of
starch–guar gum emulsions also deserves investigation.
Fabrication of high amylose starch–guar gum emulsions
can offer an extra opportunity for slowing starch digestion.
The second approach is quite intriguing. Adding probiotic bacteria to sodium CMC-in-gelatin W/W emulsions, a
population of bacterial cells was adsorbed at the W–W
interface. The all-aqueous emulsions had a protective
effect on the viability of probiotic bacteria during the in
vitro gastrointestinal digestion [37]. In these systems
other interesting features are possible. For instance,
the growth substances required by the bacteria can be
partitioned in either of the aqueous phases. Exopolysaccharide (EPS)-producing bacteria may be also used for
the in-situ production of all-aqueous emulsions. The
production of EPS by lactic acid bacteria (LAB) in a
food-grade polymer-rich medium and subsequent phase
Current Opinion in Food Science 2020, 31:126–135
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(A) (a, b, and c) Dextran-rich droplets dispersed in PEG-rich continuous phase; (d, e, and f) PEG-rich droplets dispersed in dextran-rich
continuous phase. The red signal in the schematic illustrations (a, d) and fluorescence images indicates liposomes at the W–W interface; the green
signal (c, f) shows location of dextran-rich phase labelled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran; scale bar: 25 mm [35].
(B) Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of waxy corn starch-in-guar gum emulsions stabilized by pectin-complexed zein particles
prepared at various zein/pectin ratios: ZP0 1:0; ZP1 1:0.1; ZP2 1:0.5; ZP3 1:1.0; ZP4 1:1.5; ZP5 1:2.0. The average diameters of the starch-rich
droplets is reported. The scale bars indicate 250 mm [36].
(C) Scanning electron microscopy images of microparticles fabricated via all-aqueous emulsion-templated method, (a) starch-only microspheres;
(b) bovine serum albumin (BSA)-loaded starch microspheres; (c) lysozyme-loaded microspheres. Scale bar = 10 mm [38].

separation of the EPS and the biopolymer together with
accumulation of the EPS-producing bacteria at the interface is an outlook.
In the third approach, demixing (i.e. phase separating)
polymers must be correctly selected to efficiently partition the ingredient of interest in the emulsion inner
phase. When W/W emulsions of starch-in-PEG were
Current Opinion in Food Science 2020, 31:126–135

exploited to encapsulate proteins (bovine serum albumin
and lysozyme) and fabricate protein-loaded starch microparticles (Figure 4C), the migration of proteins into the
PEG phase challenged protein encapsulation, causing
encapsulation efficiencies as low as 10% or less for lysosome [38]. In contrast, preferential partitioning of riboflavin in the inner phase enabled efficient encapsulation of
the vitamin within soy protein-in-guar gum emulsions
www.sciencedirect.com
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stabilized by pectin-complexed zein particles [39]. Likewise, digestive enzymes have been encapsulated in the
inner phase of W/W emulsions. Recently, whey proteinalginate emulsions [40,41,42] were utilized for encapsulation of pancreatic lipase [43]. Similarly, the enzyme
b-galactosidase (lactase) was encapsulated in the inner
phase of gelatin-in-maltodextrin emulsions and lactaseloaded gelatin particles were generated by solidifying
gelatin via cooling. However, encapsulation within gelatin did not improve the enzyme stability in the simulated
gastric condition [44].
In addition to digestibility in the GIT, W/W emulsions
can be designed for delivery of taste and aroma compounds in the mouth. An example is related to salt
concentration and saltiness perception. Within the emulsions comprises a noncharged polymer and a charged
polymer, ions are inhomogeneously distributed over
the two phases, causing an electric potential difference
at two sides of the W–W interface (Donnan potential).
The interfacial electric potential difference is entropically unfavorable, thereby favoring mixing. Addition of
electrolytes (i.e. salts) lowers the concentration difference
of ions across the interface, favoring demixing (macroscopic phase separation) [45]. By adding NaCl into emulsions of a cationic polymer (e.g. chitosan) in a noncharged
polymer (e.g. PEG, or preferentially a food biopolymer)
Na+ cations are presumed to mostly partition in the
emulsion external phase. The compartmentalization of
Na+ into the non-charged polymer phase is driven by the
Donnan potential across the W–W interface and is
expected to improve emulsification (due to decreasing
the Donnan potential). This simple elaboration (Na+
compartmentalization) might execute sufficient saltiness
perception in the mouth whilst reducing salt intake as
Na+ is mostly partitioned in the exterior phase only.
Should the emulsion being stabilized properly (by convenient Pickering particles), dilution by saliva is not
expected to cause any stability implications. However,
it is noteworthy that saliva is a complex mixture and
contains diverse proteins (enzymes), glycoproteins,
minerals, mucopolysaccharides, and so on, which may
influence the stability and functionality of all-aqueous
emulsions.

ultimately influence interaction with taste active chemoreceptors and bioavailability.
All-aqueous emulsions may enhance saltiness perception
in the mouth, decrease starch digestibility in the mouth
and GIT, and deliver resistant starch into the colon. They
are as well promising to guard probiotics viability in the
stomach and release digestive enzymes into the stomach
and small intestine of specific populations such as elderly
people and patients having impaired digestion capacity.
Yet, the exploitation of all-aqueous emulsions for finetuning of digestibility is emerging. Modification of the
surface hydrophobicity, electric charge, and molecular
weight of food polymers by food-grade substances and
methods can influence the thermodynamic incompatibility of bi-polymer systems, leading to development of
unique phase separating pairs. These modifications
can be accomplished by conventional hydrophobization
techniques such as reacting proteins with acetic anhydride and succinic anhydride, as well through the partial
proteolysis, and enzymatic oxidation of polysaccharides.
Controlled chain elongation by safe crosslinkers is also
among the options. Such chemical tunings of proteins and
polysaccharides will cause changes in the digestibility of
biopolymers and mechanistic studies are required to
assess their efficacy in the GIT.
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